Mechanical interlocking and signaling

MR's staff begins a series that will show you what a mechanical "plant" is, what it does, and how you can build one — with accurately scaled signals — for your railroad

By Paul Larson and Gordon Odegard

Nation's largest mechanical interlocking plant is C&W's State Line Tower. Note that many of the levers have boxes for electrical contacts. Railroads call this kind of plant an "armstrong" type.
A T EVERY important junction where traffic warrants the expense, the movement of trains is controlled by a system of signals and signal-control levers called an interlocking. The term "interlocking" is derived from the arrangement of the controls that prevents the towerman from setting up conflicting routes that would permit a collision of two or more trains. The system also prevents him from throwing turnouts while a train is passing over them. The grouping of control levers and interlocking devices (whether mechanical or electrical) is called the interlocking machine.

From the modeler's point of view, every type of interlocking is fascinating because it is a focal point of activity that can be developed into a practical, interesting feature for almost any model railroad. Sometimes an interlocking controls a junction with diverging routes. At some points an interlocking controls a series of crossovers on double or multiple tracks. At other installations a simple crossing or drawbridge may be the reason for the interlocking. In any case, a model interlocking is in itself fascinating because, first, it is a challenge to design and build and, second, it is intriguing to operate. An interlocking applied to one focal point of even a small layout can occupy one operator full-time. In addition, a model interlocking gives its operator a strong feeling of full-size activity and participation. In short, an interlocking is fun to operate because it is rather like a mechanical puzzle.

There are, of course, a variety of types of interlockings. The first were all mechanical with large levers that moved sliding bars within the "frame" of the interlocking machine. Turnouts and signals were moved by rodding connected to the machine. To England's John Saxby goes the credit for the first true mechanical interlocking. The year: 1856. Then in 1870 the first interlocking (English-built) was installed at the Trenton station of the United New Jersey Canal & Railroad Companies. After that, interlockings appeared at many congested points of U.S. railroading.

Subsequent electrical developments brought about new types of interlockings. Electro-mechanical, electro-pneumatic, and finally, all-electric.

Interestingly enough, though, mechanical interlockings continued to be built for many years after the introduction of more modern types—and many are still in use, though most have been modified with contacts that provide electrical actuation of the signals rather than mechanical actuation with rodding.

Because a mechanical interlocking is the original prototype design, and because the actual interlocking of turnout

---

**Chicago & Western Indiana's 81st St. Tower on Chicago's south side is a good example of a small, mechanically interlocked junction. Upper left: View toward the south past the single slip and the crossover. In the distance is the signal bridge with the automatic block signals on the southbound tracks (both clear) and the "home" interlocking signals on the northbound tracks. Center: The tower, with rodding extending in both directions to turnouts, locks, dwarf signals and derail. Upper right: The north end of the plant, with Belt Ry. connection at the left.**
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**Close-up—prototype ideas for your railroad**

---
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The rocker shaft leadout, situated on the track side of the tower, transmits the lever motion to the rodding and thence to the switches and signals. The rocker shafts are 2" sq. and are spaced on 3½" centers. The shaft center line is 19" above the base. The mounting base consists of two 4' x 12" beams bolted at right angles to several old rail sections placed on 2'-1" centers.

A 100' length of 1¼" pipe may expand as much as 1" during two years' temperature change. This would foul normal operation of the components, so a device called a compensator is fitted in the rodding. It is placed halfway between the plant and the operated device and reverses the direction of motion. Total rod length remains constant. Cranks are on 22" centers.

and signal levers can be "seen" in the machine, MR's staff was determined to design and build such a plant for a typical model railroad junction — and include diagrams that would help the modeler fit a mechanical interlocking to a variety of junctions and situations. This series of articles will lead you through the entire project — from this introduction to interlocking right through construction of the machine to the erection of scale lower-quadrant signals.

The first step, of course, was to visit a prototype tower where the controls are mechanically interlocked. We chose the 81st St. Tower of the Chicago & Western Indiana, a Chicago terminal railroad that operates, among other things, Dearborn station.

We selected the 81st St. Tower as a starting point because it is a relatively small installation. A larger tower with a great number of levers is overwhelming to the viewer. A small tower like the one at 81st St. can be studied in detail.
Upper left: Rodding at a turnout showing the connections to several components. From top to bottom: Dwarf signal for Hammond line, dwarf for Dolton line, turnout lock and turnout points. Above: Situation at a movable point frog showing lock and crank arrangement. Box shaped device is a Universal switch-circuit controller. Upper right: Method of supporting rodding under tracks. Carrier wheels are mounted on tie ends.

quite easily—for the principles of mechanical interlocking are the same regardless of the size of the installation.

The interlocking at 81st St. was installed in 1928. It has upper-quadrant semaphores operated by electric motors actuated by contacts on the 25 levers of the tower's mechanical frame. Turnouts, turnout locks (more about these later), dwarf signals and a derail are operated by rods.

Trackage at the 81st St. Tower is used by transfer runs of the C&WI and by trains of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Erie-Lackawanna, the Wabash and the Monon. The C&WI's commuter trains also pass through 81st St.

(Continued next month)

Union Switch and Signal Co., universal switch circuit controller or electric selector. This is connected to turnout point rodding and is mechanically actuated. Position of the switch determines which electrical distant signal will function.
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HERE AT LAST
On3 Kits
$9.95
& up
Postpaid
ORDER DIRECT

A selection of several hi-quality craftsmen type On3 KITS containing quality lost wax castings by Kemtron and Cal-Scale, with silk screened basswood sides and ends, using 410M paints. Kits COMPLETE with lost wax trucks and couplers. You may select from 8 individual numbered cars for each road name available.

Send 10c for brochure to:
CAMINO SCALE MODELS, P. O. Box 6248, Sacramento 21, Calif.

Ever see the IRON HORSE?

It keeps you up to the minute on the most-wanted...often exclusive...value-packed locomotives, cars, accessories and tools that are available in H0 Scale. Every issue packed with extra special values. Latest news on the finest imports. A true must for every HO enthusiast. Here are just a very few of the typical values you'll find every month in the Iron Horse.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

Paint Brushes-20 Assorted ea.$1.29
Files-Imported 4" Jeweler Type ea..75
Flat Nose Round Nose, Diagonal, End Cutting Flat-Nose, Specialty No. 5 Flat-Nose Round 2.95
Drill Set-61 to 80 and Piece 5.95
Hi-Speed 1 to 60 and Hobt Case 4.95
Hi-Speed 1 to 60 less case 5.75
Hi-Speed 1/4 to 1/16 by 1/32" 9.95
Files -5# Jeweler-12 Different and Case 3.35
Special Economy Set-6 and case 3.98
Soldering Iron-375° Fow-Toe Lab. 37W Type 5.50
Switch Machine Micro-Twin Flat Subcool type 12-30 Y. A/C-D.C. 1.00 ea. 10 for 8.50
Micro-meter-Imported 6.325/1000 & Case 5.95

World Famous Model Railroad Catalog
1961 EDITION Hot off press
H0 & HO SCALE KITS—NO READY-TO-RUN—AMERICAN FLYER & LIONEL ACCESSORIES—TOOLS—HARDWARE—METALS—SUPPLIES Complete Section

PLANE, Boats, craftS, radio control

PLEASE PRINT
NAME and ADDRESS

25c NO STAMPS

EH HO Model Hobby

"SUPER MAIL SERVICE"

MAIL ORDER AND MAIN STORE 160 W. Chelten Ave., Room 10, Philadelphia 44, Pa., U.S.A.

4 to 8 HOUR
Supersonic Mail Service

YOU'VE TRIED THE REST NOW TRY US!

No stamps; $2 Deposit on COD's; Add Handling Fee of 25c on orders under $5 — add 50c over $5.

Send orders to E and H Model Hobby, Inc., Room 10, 160 W. Chelten Ave., Philadelphia 44, Pa., U.S.A.

Upper: Close-up of a 22" high mechanical dwarf signal with red and yellow indications. Lower: Point type derail used to keep unauthorized trains from moving onto main line. The short lengths of rail lift the car wheels and dump the car off the track away from the mainline tracks.

Upper: Looking northwesterly to the junction with the Belt Railway Co. of Chicago, showing the rod connections with the dwarf signal. Lower: Locking device of a type used to keep unauthorized trains from moving onto main line. The short lengths of rail lift the car wheels and dump the car off the track away from the mainline tracks.